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ABSTRACT
Context. Episodic accretion has been observed in short-period binaries, where bursts of accretion occur at periastron. The binary

trigger hypothesis has also been suggested as a driver for accretion during protostellar stages.
Aims. Our goal is to investigate how the strength of episodic accretion bursts depends on eccentricity.
Methods. We investigate the binary trigger hypothesis in longer-period (>20 yr) binaries by carrying out three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamical simulations of the formation of low-mass binary stars down to final separations of ∼10 AU, including the effects of
gas turbulence and magnetic fields. We ran two simulations with an initial turbulent gas core of one solar mass each and two different
initial turbulent Mach numbers, M = σv /c s = 0.1 and M = 0.2, for 6500 yr after protostar formation.
Results. We observe bursts of accretion at periastron during the early stages when the eccentricity of the binary system is still high.
We find that this correlation between bursts of accretion and passing periastron breaks down at later stages because of the gradual
circularisation of the orbits. For eccentricities greater than e = 0.2, we observe episodic accretion triggered near periastron. However,
we do not find any strong correlation between the strength of episodic accretion and eccentricity. The strength of accretion is defined
as the ratio of the burst accretion rate to the quiescent accretion rate. We determine that accretion events are likely triggered by torques
between the rotation of the circumstellar disc and the approaching binary stars. We compare our results with observational data of
episodic accretion in short-period binaries and find good agreement between our simulations and the observations.
Conclusions. We conclude that episodic accretion is a universal mechanism operating in eccentric young binary-star systems, independent of separation, and it should be observable in long-period binaries as well as in short-period binaries. Nevertheless, the strength
depends on the torques and hence the separation at periastron.
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1. Introduction
A significant fraction of stars are born in binaries or multiple
star systems (Raghavan et al. 2010; Moe & Di Stefano 2017).
Binaries of separations .10 AU cannot form in situ during
molecular core collapse because the initial hydrostatic core that
collapses to form the protostar has a radius of ∼5 AU (Larson
1969), and this hydrostatic core is not susceptible to fragmentation during the second protostellar collapse phase (Bate 1998).
Therefore, binaries with a semi-major axis a . 10 AU likely
form via the in-spiral of an initially wider binary, possibly
via viscous evolution through discs (Gorti & Bhatt 1996;
Stahler 2010; Korntreff et al. 2012), especially circumbinary
discs (Artymowicz et al. 1991; Pringle 1991), the Kozai-Lidov
mechanism (Kiseleva et al. 1998), or dynamical interactions in
clustered star formation (Bate et al. 2002). The ejection of a
companion may enhance or initiate these processes
(Moe & Kratter 2018). Turbulence and magnetic fields also
play a significant role in the structure and evolution of the disc
(Seifried et al. 2015; Kuffmeier et al. 2017; Gerrard et al. 2019).
During viscous evolution of the gas disc, the angular momentum of the binary can be transferred to the gas, thus shrinking the orbit of the binary. The binary system may harden to
a separation at which material in circumstellar discs is redistributed to form one circumbinary disc (Reipurth & Aspin 2004;
Kuruwita & Federrath 2019).

During this dynamical evolution, accretion events may be
triggered. Triggered accretion has been observed in shortperiod binaries such as TWA 3A (34.8 day, Tofflemire et al.
2017a) and DQ Tau (15.8 day, Tofflemire et al. 2017b), where
the accretion rate at periastron is approximately three times
greater than the quiescent rate. There is little observational data
on episodic accretion in long-period binaries, but the “binary
trigger” hypothesis (Bonnell & Bastien 1992) has been proposed as the trigger of FU Orionis (time scale ∼10−100 yr,
Hartmann & Kenyon 1996) and EXor (∼1 yr, Herbig et al. 2001)
type outbursts.
Understanding accretion behaviour in binary systems is necessary to comprehend the formation and evolution of discs
around in binaries and hence the formation of planets in binarystar systems. The presence of a companion can truncate discs
leading to faster erosion via dynamical interactions (of the order
of ∼0.3 Myr; Williams & Cieza 2011). However, there also exist
circumbinary discs with ages greater than the typical disc lifetime of 3 Myr (Haisch 2001; Mamajek 2009), and this may
be due to lower photo-evaporation rates in binaries (Alexander
2012). Examples of old circumbinary discs include HD 98800
B (8.5 ± 1.5 Myr; Ducourant et al. 2014) and AK Sco (18 ±
1 Myr; Czekala et al. 2015). Overall, the influence of multiplicity on the disc lifetime has yet to be determined. Shorter circumstellar and circumbinary disc lifetimes are implied by the
low disc frequency around binaries of separation a < 40 AU
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(Cieza et al. 2009; Duchêne 2010; Kraus et al. 2011); however,
Kuruwita et al. (2018) find that overall, the lifetime of discs in
binaries may not vary significantly compared to disc lifetimes
around single stars.
In this paper we explore episodic accretion seen during
the formation of binary stars, similar to the simulations presented in Kuruwita & Federrath (2019). We advanced the previous simulations to 6500 yr after protostar formation and
performed them at a higher resolution. Here, we also study how
accretion behaviour evolves with eccentricity.
In Sect. 2 we describe the simulation code used, how protostar formation is modelled, and our simulation setup. The results
are presented and discussed in Sect. 3, where we analyse the evolution of the binary systems, study the accretion behaviour and
determine the mechanism that triggers an accretion event, and
compare that with observations. Section 4 discusses the limitations and caveats of this study. Our conclusions are summarised
in Sect. 5.

2. Method
2.1. The FLASH code

We use the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code
FLASH (Fryxell et al. 2000; Dubey et al. 2008) to integrate
the
compressible
ideal
magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) equations. Here we use the HLL3R
Riemann solver for ideal MHD (Waagan et al. 2011). The
gravitational interactions of the gas are calculated using a
tree-based Poisson solver (Wünsch et al. 2018).
Our simulations use a piecewise polytropic equation of state,
given by
Pth = KρΓ ,

(1)

where K is the polytropic coefficient and Γ is the polytropic
index; K is given by the isothermal sound speed squared. In our
simulations, the sound speed is initially set to cs = 2×104 cm s−1
for a gas temperature of ∼11 K with mean molecular weight of
2.3 mH , where mH is the mass of a hydrogen atom. K is then subsequently computed, such that P is a continuous function of ρ.
For our simulations Γ is defined as


1.0 for
ρ ≤ ρ1 ≡ 2.50 × 10−16 g cm−3 ,





1.1 for ρ1 < ρ ≤ ρ2 ≡ 3.84 × 10−13 g cm−3 ,




Γ=
(2)
1.4 for ρ2 < ρ ≤ ρ3 ≡ 3.84 × 10−8 g cm−3 ,



−3
−3


1.1 for ρ3 < ρ ≤ ρ4 ≡ 3.84 × 10 g cm ,



5/3 for
ρ>ρ .
4

The values of Γ were based on radiation-hydrodynamical simulations of molecular-core collapse by Masunaga & Inutsuka
(2000). These values approximate the gas behaviour during the
initial isothermal collapse of the molecular core, adiabatic heating of the first core, the H2 dissociation during the second collapse into the second core and the return to adiabatic heating.
The formation of sink particles indicates the formation of a
protostar (Federrath et al. 2010a, 2011, 2014). A second-order
leapfrog integrator is used to update the sink particle positions with a variable time step. To prevent artificial precession of the sink particles, a sub-cycling method is implemented
(Federrath et al. 2010a). The interactions between sink particles
and the gas are computed using direct N-body evaluation of the
forces.
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2.2. Simulation setup

The simulation methods are identical to the simulations
of Kuruwita & Federrath (2019). Here we only summarise
the main elements of the method and refer the reader to
Kuruwita & Federrath (2019) for the details. We simulate the
formation of a binary star with an initially turbulent velocity
field.
The size of the three-dimensional computational domain is
`box = 1.2 × 1017 cm (∼8000 AU) along each side of the Cartesian domain. We use 12 levels of refinement (Lref ) of the AMR
grid, resulting in a minimum cells size of ∼1.95 AU when fully
refined. At this resolution the accretion radius of the sink particles is rsink ∼4.9 AU. A resolution study was conducted and
is discussed in Appendix A. This resolution study shows that
Lref = 12 is suitable for running long simulations and to study
the accretion behaviour as a function of eccentricity with sufficient resolution in eccentricity space.
Our simulations begin with a spherical cloud of mass 1 M ,
and radius ∼3300 AU placed in the centre of the simulation
domain. The cloud is initially given solid body rotation with
angular momentum of 1.85 × 1051 g cm2 s−1 . With this angular
momentum, the product of the angular frequency and the freefall
time of the cloud is Ω × tff = 0.2 (see Banerjee & Pudritz 2006
and Machida et al. 2008). A initially uniform magnetic field of
100 µG is also threaded through the cloud in the z-direction.
This gives a mass-to-flux ratio of (M/Φ)/(M/Φ)crit = 5.2 where
the critical mass-to-flux ratio is 487 g cm−2 G−1 as defined in
Mouschovias & Spitzer (1976). The cloud is initially given a
uniform density of ρ0 = 3.82 × 10−18 g cm−3 , and a density perturbation is imposed on the cloud. This is to seed the formation
of a binary-star system. While observations find a bi-modal distribution in the separation of pre-main sequence binaries, likely
due to formation via core and disc fragmentation (Tobin et al.
2018), our simulations focus on the core fragmentation pathway. These observations find that the companion frequency is
higher for wider binaries, suggesting that core fragmentation is
more likely. This is concurrent with previous theoretical work of
multiple star formation from a single molecular core, which also
suggest that core fragmentation is a more likely pathway of multiple star formation rather than disc fragmentation (Offner et al.
2010), because radiation feedback increases the Jeans length
within discs, which tends to suppress disc fragmentation. The
density perturbation in our simulations is described by
ρ = ρ0 (1 + αpcos ϕ),

(3)

where ϕ is the angle about the z-axis and αp is the amplitude
of the perturbation. For our simulations αp = 0.5. This perturbation is a standard method of seeding binary star formation
within simulations of molecular cores (Boss & Bodenheimer
1979; Bate & Burkert 1997; Kuruwita et al. 2017).
In order to prevent the cloud from expanding rapidly, the
spherical cloud is in pressure equilibrium with the surrounding
material. This is achieved by giving the surrounding material
a gas density of ρ0 /100 with an internal energy such that the
cloud and surrounding material is in pressure equilibrium. The
inflow and outflow boundary conditions are used at the edge of
our computational domain.
An initial turbulent velocity field is imposed on top of the
solid body rotation. We run two simulations with turbulence
of Mach number M = 0.1 and 0.2, which are referred to
as T1 and T2 hereafter. For details on the implementation of
turbulence we refer the reader to Federrath et al. (2010b) and
Kuruwita & Federrath (2019).
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Fig. 1. 300 AU thick volume-weighted slices through the gas density orientated along the z = 0 plane (perpendicular to the rotation axis of the
core) for T1. Each panel progresses at 500 yr intervals since 1000 yr after the first protostar formation. The thin lines show the magnetic field, and
the arrows indicate the velocity field. Crosses show the position of the sink particles. The mass accreted by the sink particles in the simulations is
indicated on the bottom left of each panel. The circles around the centre of the crosses indicate the sink particle accretion rate.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Time evolution of the binary-star system

The simulations were run for ∼6500 yr after the formation of
the first protostar. Top-down density slices showing the disc and
binary system face-on of T1 and T2 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively.

As the simulations progress the spherical cloud collapses and
sink particles are created in collapsing regions along a filament that forms as a result of the initial density perturbation.
Sink particles form at separations between 400 and 500 AU
A59, page 3 of 13
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for T2.

and fall towards the centre of the initial dense core as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. These binary systems are evolved for 6500
years after the formation of the first sink particle, which ensures
that the binary is able to complete many orbits to form an
established binary system of semi-major axis 9–10 AU in both
simulations.
In Fig. 3 we show the separation, total accretion rate (the sum
of the accretion rate of the primary and secondary components),
and eccentricity evolution for T1 and T2. The binary systems
A59, page 4 of 13

begin to establish their orbits approximately ∼2000 yr after the
formation of the first sink particles in both cases. T1 in-spirals
from a ∼600 yr orbit to a ∼40 yr orbit, while T2 in-spirals from
a ∼300 yr orbit to a ∼20 yr orbit. Based on the resolution study
presented in Appendix A, we find that orbital shrinkage occurs
over a shorter period of time with increasing resolution, with the
Lref = 13 test run being nearly converged. However, since the
higher resolution simulations are much more costly in terms of
computational resources, we cannot run them for very long, and

Eccentricity

Accretion Rate (M ⊙ /yr)

Separation (AU)
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T1
T2
102

Table 1. Summary of the simulation analysis.

Simulation

M

e bins

T1
T2

0.1
0.2

[1.1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.0]
[1.1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1, 0.0]

101

Notes. The left and middle columns give the simulation name and turbulent Mach number. The right column lists the eccentricity bins used
for the episodic accretion analysis.

10−4

stages of the binary evolution when the binaries have evolved
to a lower eccentricity, and there is less circumstellar material. This episodic accretion supports the binary-trigger hypothesis for accretion outbursts (Bonnell & Bastien 1992; Green et al.
2016). Previous work on binary-star accretion from circumbinary discs find some dependence on the eccentricity of the inner
binary (Günther & Kley 2002; Miranda et al. 2017; Muñoz et al.
2019), with binaries of higher eccentricity showing this episodic
accretion, while circular binaries did not show episodic accretion. These previous simulations, however, artificially drive the
eccentricity of the inner binary and begin with a Class II disc.
The systems produced from our simulations evolve naturally
from the collapse of a molecular cloud core. Since our binary
systems evolve through a range of eccentricities, we investigate
this episodic accretion as a function of the eccentricity evolution
of these binaries.

10−5
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the binary separation (top), accretion rate (middle)
and eccentricity (bottom) since protostar formation of the first sink particle for the T1 and T2 cases in blue and orange, respective. At early
times, high accretion rates are clearly correlated with periastrons, in
both T1 and T2.

we therefore focus primarily on the Lref = 12 for most of the
following analyses, unless stated otherwise.
The separation and accretion rate are determined directly
from the sink particle data. The eccentricity is calculated using
s
2h2
e= 1+
,
(4)
(GMtot )2
where  and h are the specific orbital energy (sum of kinetic and
gravitational potential) and angular momentum of the system,
G is the gravitational constant and Mtot is the total mass of the
binary.  and h are calculated using
=

Epot + Ekin
µ

and

h=

L
,
µ

(5)

respectively, where Epot and Ekin are the orbital potential and
kinetic energy, respectively, L is the total angular momentum of
the binary, and µ is the reduced mass, given by
µ=

M1 M2
,
M1 + M2

(6)

where M1 and M2 are the mass of the primary and secondary
components, respectively.
As the binary-star systems evolve, they accrete mass. During the early in-spiral of the binaries, we see clear spikes in
accretion correlated with the periastron passage of the binaries
in Fig. 3. These accretion events are less prominent at later

3.2. Accretion events and dependence on eccentricity

Now we investigate the accretion behaviour as a function of
orbital phase and eccentricity. In order to phase-fold the accretion we identify the times of periastron and apastron. The time
of periastron and apastron are defined as orbital phase, φ = 0 and
0.5, respectively. The sink particle data is then divided into ten
time bins between each periastron and apastron, which results
in a total of 20 time bins or phase-space bins between consecutive periastrons. In each bin, the average accretion rate h Ṁi is
calculated via
R tbin+1
Ṁ(t)dt
t
h Ṁi = binR tbin+1
,
(7)
dt
t
bin

where Ṁ is the accretion rate at time t, tbin and tbin+1 are the
bounds of the bin, and dt is the simulation time step.
After the phase-folding is completed the median accretion
rate in each phase-space bin is calculated and the orbit-to-orbit
variation for each bin is taken to be the 16th and 84th percentile.
Since the eccentricity of the binary system is also evolving over
the course of the simulations, it is not appropriate to phase-fold
the accretion over the entire duration of the simulation. In order
to study the dependence of the intensity of episodic accretion
on eccentricity, we define eccentricity bins to phase-fold over.
For T1, these eccentricity bins were selected to be e = [1.1, 0.7,
0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.0]. As the eccentricity in T2 reduces at a
faster rate than in T1, these same bins were not appropriate for
T2, because in some bins only two orbits would be folded. Thus,
for T2, we adjusted the bins to be e = [1.1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1, 0.0].
This is summarised in Table 1. We identified which periastrons
fell into each eccentricity bin and then phase-folded the orbits
within each eccentricity bin.
We show the accretion rate as a function of orbital phase for
the various eccentricity bins in Figs. 4 and 5, for T1 and T2,
A59, page 5 of 13
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Fig. 4. Phase-folded accretion within the defined eccentricity bins (see Table 1) for T1. The transparent blue and orange lines are the median
accretion rate for the primary and secondary components of the binary, respectively. The solid green line is the total accretion rate. The error for
each bin is taken to be the 16th and 84th percentile.
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for T2.

respectively. We also annotate how many orbits were in each
eccentricity bin. The solid green line shows the total accretion
rate, while the transparent blue and orange lines show the phasefolded accretion rate for the primary and secondary components
of the binary, respectively. Based on the resolution study presented in Appendix A, we demonstrate that the maximum accretion rate is converged for eccentricities of e . 0.6, but increases
with resolution for e & 0.6. Therefore, the maximum accretion
A59, page 6 of 13

rates represented here for high eccentricities should be taken as
a lower limit.
From the phase-folded accretion we see very prominent
accretion events happening near periastron, when the phase is
between φ = 0.8 and 1.1, above an eccentricity of around e =
0.2–0.3. For T1 we see a clear trend in the absolute accretion
rate at periastron being larger for higher eccentricities. In T1
we do not see a clear preference for the primary or secondary
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Fig. 6. Ratio of burst accretion rates to quiescent accretion rates, β,
defined in Eq. (8), as a function of eccentricity for T1 (blue circles) and
T2 (orange triangles). Episodic accretion is strongest for e ∼ 0.2–0.6.

being the stronger accretor over all eccentricities. We do see that
for e = [1.1, 0.7], the primary component accretes at a higher
rate during the quiescent phases. The secondary also appears to
have stronger episodic accretion for e = [1.1, 0.5]. Simulations
of accretion in circular binaries have found that the secondary
components are the main accretors from protostellar envelopes
and discs (Bate & Bonnell 1997; Bate 2000), as well as from
circumbinary discs (Young & Clarke 2015; Young et al. 2015;
Muñoz et al. 2019). The binaries in these cases have lower massratios (q < 0.9) than the binaries in our simulations (q > 0.9),
and this may play a role in which component is the primary
accretor.
In T2 we see that the primary component accretes at a higher
rate during the quiescent phases, and the secondary appears
to display stronger episodic accretion. For lower eccentricities
(e < 0.5), the secondary is the stronger accretor. The mass
ratios (q = Mprimary /Msecondary ) of the binaries formed are high
(q > 0.9) and this behaviour may differ with lower mass ratios,
resulting in stronger differences in which star is the stronger
accretor. Muñoz et al. (2019) find for simulations of equal-mass
binaries in eccentric orbits (e = 0.6) that the primary and secondary alternate in which one receives most of the mass over
precessional timescales.
In order to quantify the strength of the accretion events at
periastron we calculate the ratio of the accretion during the burst
to the quiescent accretion rate. We take the accretion rate at
the burst ( Ṁb ) to be the average accretion rate between phases
0.8 < φ < 1.1. The quiescent accretion rate ( Ṁq ) is taken to be
the average accretion rate between phases 0.2 < φ < 0.75. We
use the following definition to quantify the strength of accretion,
denoted β,
β = Ṁburst / Ṁquiet .

(8)

The variation in β is calculated via error propagation of the
uncertainties in each phase-folded bin. For β ∼ 1, there is no
episodic accretion, while β  1 indicates strong episodic accretion. The variation in eccentricity it taken to be the 16th and 84th
percentile of the eccentricities within each eccentricity bin.
In Fig. 6 we show the resulting β-values for our simulations.
We find β ∼ 1 for eccentricities e < 0.2, i.e. consistent with no
episodic accretion. For T1, we see that the strength of episodic

accretion peaks at moderate eccentricities, 0.2 < e < 0.6. A
similar trend is seen for T2 with higher eccentricities displaying stronger episodic accretion up to the highest eccentricities.
While T1 peaks at β ∼ 3, T2 produces higher β for higher eccentricity. This may suggest some dependence of the strength of
episodic accretion on the level of turbulence, with stronger turbulence producing stronger accretion. Based on the resolution
study presented in Appendix A, the values of β have not completely converged at our standard resolution of Lref = 12, generally observing higher β for higher resolution, therefore, the values plotted in Fig. 6 should be taken as lower limits.
Interestingly, we find that for the highest eccentricities, the
strength of the episodic accretion is not stronger than at moderate
eccentricities, for both simulations, even if the absolute accretion
rate is higher. This may be due to a combination of the quiescent
accretion rate being higher at these eccentricities and accretion
bursts begin shut down quickly from the circumstellar material
being violently disrupted. The separation at periastron for the
highest eccentricities (aperi ) is less than the radius of the circumstellar discs (rdisc ). From Figs. 1 and 2 we can see that the radius
of the circumstellar discs is of the order of 10 AU, while from
Fig. 3 we find that the first periastrons have separations < 10 AU
(i.e. aperi < rdisc ). This can lead to severe disruption of the discs,
hindering efficient accretion of disc material at periastron, and
promoting mass transfer between the two stellar systems.
Based on the derived β values, we approximate that binaries
with eccentricities e & 0.2 should display episodic accretion.
However, the reason why episodic accretion is not seen at lower
eccentricities in our simulations may be because at these later
stages in the binary-star evolution, the circumstellar discs are
significantly depleted. The reduced episodic accretion may also
be partially due to limitations on the numerical resolution of the
simulations, such that circumstellar disc diameters can only be
resolved over approximately five cells. However, we note that the
resolution study also shows no episodic accretion at low eccentricity with increasing resolution. The lack of episodic accretion
at lower eccentricities is expected because of the lack of periodic variation in the gravitation potential, and hence lack of periodic forcing. Previous simulations of accretion in binaries also
find that low-eccentricity binaries do not show episodic accretion (Muñoz & Lai 2016).
3.3. Mechanism driving the accretion event

In the previous subsection we have established that accretion
events are triggered near periastron for our simulated binaries.
We now look in detail at the interactions to determine what physical mechanism is triggering the accretion burst.
As part of our resolution study (Appendix A), we run a
simulation with level of refinement of Lref = 14 for approximately 6 orbits (see Fig. A.1). In Fig. 7 we present zoomed-in
slices of the T2 simulation at various points along the accretion
burst at the first periastron. In the top panel of Fig. 7, we show
the zoomed-in accretion and specific orbital angular momentum
evolution of this event, with the dotted line annotating the times
of the slices in the panels below.
From the accretion profile and as shown in the phase-folded
accretion, the accretion event begins before periastron. It is the
approach of the companion that removes angular momentum
from the gas in the outer disc due to the different angular velocities. This angular momentum is transferred from the gas to
the orbit. We see this in the evolution of the orbital angular
momentum. Prior to the accretion event, at times t = 1488 and
1492 yr, we see that the orbital angular momentum of the binary
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Fig. 7. Top: accretion and specific orbital angular momentum profiles of the accretion burst at the first periastron passage. The profile is smoothed
by taking a moving average over a window of 10 yr. The dashed line in the top panel shows the separation of the binary. In the bottom panel the
momentum is plotted for the primary and secondary star. The vertical dotted lines indicate the times when density slices were taken, which are
shown in the bottom figure. Bottom: zoomed-in slices of the high-resolution simulation of the T2 scenario with Lref = 14. The slices are produced
with the same methods as Figs. 1 and 2 but with a projection thickness of 30 AU. The black circles show the accretion radius of the stars. The solid
lines are density contours spaced evenly in log-space at density = [0.5, 1.3, 3.2, 7.9, 20, 50] × 10−12 g cm−3 .

components increases due to the exchange with the gas. This
leads to an asymmetry in the angular momentum distribution in
the disc, exciting a spiral density wave. This is observed in the
density contours of the slices at t = 1496 and 1500 yr. This excitation of spirals by a nearby companion is believed to be the
cause of the observed spiral arms in systems such as HD100453
(Rosotti et al. 2020).
It is also at times t = 1496 and 1500 yr that the accretion event is reaching its peak. At periastron the circumstellar
material is violently disrupted, which slows down the accretion
rate. The orbital angular momentum of the binary has also been
decreasing over the course of the accretion event, because it is
being imparted onto the gas and ejected in spiral arms. This hardens the binary orbit while pushing gas to higher orbits, which
will eventually build the circumbinary discs observed in Figs. 1
and 2.
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3.4. Comparison with observations

Observations of episodic accretion in binaries have typically
focused on short-period binaries (P < 40 day), because this
allows for observations over multiple orbits, and hence, allows
us to better understand accretion as a function of orbital phase.
However, our simulations show that episodic accretion can also
occur in longer-period binaries (P > 20 yr). In this section we
compare the shape of our accretion curves from long-period
binaries with observed episodic accretion from the short-period
binaries TWA 3A (P = 34.8 day, Tofflemire et al. 2017a) and
DQ Tau (P = 15.8 day, Tofflemire et al. 2017b). These binaries
have eccentricities of e = 0.6280 for TWA 3A (Kellogg et al.
2017), and e = 0.568 for DQ Tau (Czekala et al. 2016). They
are both class II objects, which have accretion rates significantly
lower than those produced in the simulations, which are at the

class 0/I stage. Therefore, to enable a meaningful comparison
we compute the normalised accretion rate to study the shape of
the curves. We normalise the accretion curves by dividing the
accretion rate in each bin by the accretion rate averaged over all
the bins. This is found by integrating the accretion rate over one
orbital phase.
In Fig. 8 we show the observed accretion curve against the
simulated curves for the bins containing the observed eccentricity of the systems (i.e. the eccentricity bin e = [0.7, 0.5]). The
resolution study in Appendix A shows that the maximum accretion rate has mostly converged for these eccentricities, however,
the quiescent accretion rate still drops slightly with increasing resolution. We find good agreement between the quiescent
accretion rate of T1 and the observations, while T2 appears to
produce quiescent accretion rates about 50% lower than those
observed. T1 also reproduces the observed burst accretion rate,
while T2 produce a factor ∼2 higher burst accretion rates, respectively, than those observed. This comparison may suggest that
these class II systems have lower turbulence, resulting in weaker
episodic accretion.
We also plot the results of Muñoz & Lai (2016) in Fig. 8,
who ran two-dimensional, non-self-gravitating, hydrodynamic
simulations of binary accretion using the AREPO code (Springel
2010) for a binary of eccentricity e = 0.5. The most prominent
difference between Muñoz & Lai (2016) on one hand, and the
observations and our simulations on the other, is that the simulation in Muñoz & Lai (2016) produces the peak accretion rate
significantly earlier in terms of orbital phase, namely at around
φ = 0.8. The simulations by Muñoz & Lai (2016) also overestimate the peak accretion rate by a factor ∼1.5 compared to the
observations, similar to the T2 simulation presented here. However, the better agreement of the simulations presented here with
the observations, in terms of orbital phase, may be related to the
inclusion of magnetic fields, which are absent in the simulations
by Muñoz & Lai (2016). Magnetic fields increase gas viscosity
leading to shorter viscous timescales between disc perturbation
and accretion. However, from the presented suite of simulations,
it is still unclear whether magnetic fields would explain the discrepancies between the peaks of accretion.
There are some differences between the observed binaries
and the simulated systems. Our simulations study the evolution of class 0/I binaries with massive discs, while the observations study class II binaries. Despite the differing evolutionary stages, there is overall good agreement between the shape
of the simulated accretion curves, considering that the simulated
and observed binaries have vastly different orbital periods. This
suggests that the accretion behaviour at periastron for eccentric binaries is largely independent of the orbital separation and
signs of episodic accretion may be detected in long-period binaries. Despite the relatively good agreement between the simulations and the observations, a deeper understanding of disc
viscosity and stellar feedback is needed to understand the details
of the accretion strength at periastron and the exact timing of the
bursts.

4. Limitations and caveats
4.1. Numerical resolution

The level of refinement used in our simulations does not resolve
the regions closest to the actual protostars and this limits the ability to resolve circumstellar discs at small binary separations. In
our work, the resolution on the highest level of refinement corresponds to a cell size of ∆x ∼ 1.95 AU. Federrath et al. (2014)
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and DQ Tau (solid red), against the simulated phase-folded accretion
curves from T1 (dashed blue) and T2 (dashed orange), which have
eccentricities similar to the observed systems. We also show the results
of the simulations from Muñoz & Lai (2016) for a binary of eccentricity
e = 0.5 (black dash-dotted line).

find that to have fully converged outflow efficiencies for a simulation box size the same as that used in our work requires cell
sizes of ∆x ∼ 0.06 AU to resolve the jet launching region. Running simulations with this level of resolution is very computationally intensive and impractical at the moment.
The binary-star systems that form in our simulations have
final separations of 9–10 AU, which is resolved over ∼ 4–5 cells.
Following the prescription of Artymowicz & Lubow (1994), if
the sink particles host circumstellar discs, they would have a
radius of 4–5 AU. These discs would only be resolved over
approximately 2–3 cells. However, since we are studying the
accretion behaviour over the entirety of the eccentricity evolution, the circumstellar discs are resolved with more than that for
most of the eccentricities, but analysis of perturbations within
the circumstellar discs is not possible. We conduct a resolution
study in Appendix A. This study addresses some of the concerns
presented here.
4.2. Radiation effects

Our simulations do not explicitly calculate radiative transfer. However, our equation of state accounts for some of the
radiative effects on the local cell scale (see Sect. 2.1). There
have been works considering both radiative feedback and ideal
MHD, mostly concerning cluster formation (Offner et al. 2009;
Price & Bate 2009; Myers et al. 2013, 2014; Krumholz et al.
2016). Bate (2009) and Offner et al. (2009) find that radiation feedback suppresses fragmentation of discs, however, this
assumes continuous accretion. Stamatellos et al. (2012) investigate episodic accretion on disc fragmentation and find that discs
can still be susceptible to gravitational instability provided that
the time between bursts is longer than the dynamical timescale
for the growth of gravitational instabilities. Bate (2012) conclude that the main physical processes involved in determining
the properties of multiple stellar systems are gravity and gas
dynamics.
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Work investigating radiation feedback on star formation in
single cores have mostly focused on massive star formation.
Because massive stars have higher luminosities, radiation feedback plays a significant role in their formation and evolution.
However, Tanaka et al. (2018) found in one- dimensional models of massive star formation that radiation feedback only made a
minor contribution to the star formation efficiency, and magnetocentrifugally driven outflows are the dominant feedback process. Three-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic simulations by
Klein (2010) find similar results, with outflows suppressing the
effects of radiation pressure and thereby reducing radiation feedback. Despite radiation feedback not playing a dominant role
in suppressing accretion, Rosen et al. (2019) find that radiation
feedback coupled with outflows produces lower accretion rates
than just radiation alone onto massive stars.
Concerning radiation feedback in young binaries,
Young & Clarke (2015) carried out 2D SPH simulations of
accretion in binaries, varying mass ratio and gas temperature.
They found that higher gas temperature resulted in a higher
accretion rate onto the primary component. They attribute this
to the increased gas sound speed, leading to higher gas viscosity
and lowering the viscous timescale.
It is not clear what the effect of radiative feedback would have
on a low mass binary like those produced in our simulations,
but the influence of radiative feedback on episodic accretion in
binary-star systems should be investigated in future studies.
4.3. Non-ideal MHD effects

The non-ideal effects of Ohmic resistivity, the Hall effect and
ambipolar diffusion are important on scales ∼1.5, 2–3 and ≥3
scale heights, respectively (Wardle 2007; Salmeron & Wardle
2008; Königl et al. 2011; Tomida et al. 2015; Marchand et al.
2016). Further away from the disc, the surface layers of
discs are expected to be ionised by stellar radiation in the
FUV and the ideal MHD limit is a reasonable approximation
(Perez-Becker & Chiang 2011; Nolan et al. 2017).
Viscosity is an important property dictating the timescale of a
circumstellar disc disruption leading to an accretion event. Viscosity in discs has often been attributed to magneto-rotational
instability (MRI, Balbus & Hawley 1991) which arises from a
combination of Keplerian shearing and magnetic tension. The
degree to which MRI is effective is dependent on the level
of magnetisation, and because non-ideal MHD reduces coupling between the gas and the magnetic field, it is expected
that the effective viscosity would be reduced in non-ideal MHD
(Ercolano & Pascucci 2017). Zhu et al. (2015) investigated the
effect of ambipolar diffusion on MRI via three-dimensional
global simulations and found that the MRI was weaker than in
the ideal MHD limit, leading to lower viscosity within discs.
Thus, non-ideal MHD may reduce the disc viscosity, allowing for a more accurate reproduction of observed accretion
behaviour. Non-ideal MHD should be considered in follow-up
work when studying accretion discs.

5. Summary and conclusion
We ran and analysed MHD simulations of binary-star formation with varying levels of turbulence. We quantified how eccentricity influences the strength of accretion over a binary orbit,
what physical mechanism triggers accretion events, and compared the results of our simulations with observational data. We
ran two simulations with initial turbulence of Mach 0.1 (T1), and
Mach 0.2 (T2). We find the following main results:
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Dependence of episodic accretion on eccentricity. We find
that orbital phase-correlated episodic accretion occurs in binaries
of eccentricity e > 0.2. For T1, we find that episodic accretion
peaks for moderate eccentricity (0.3 < e < 0.7). T2 shows a
general linear trend of weak episodic accretion at low eccentricity to strong accretion at high eccentricity. These varying results
imply that eccentricity alone does not determine the strength of
episodic accretion. We also find that for the highest eccentricities, the strength of episodic accretion is weaker than at moderate eccentricities. This is likely due to other factors such as
more severe circumstellar disc disruption at periastron when the
eccentricity is extremely high and higher quiescent accretion
rates.
Mechanism triggering accretion events. Based on highresolution simulations, we determine that it is primarily torques
between the circumstellar disc and the companion that triggers
an accretion event. This exchange of angular momentum from
the gas to the binary orbit is observed at the beginning of an
accretion event, exciting a spiral density wave, which enhances
accretion onto the stars. Observations of spiral arms in protoplanetary discs show similar structures to those seen in our simulations (Rosotti et al. 2020).
Comparison with observations. Our simulations are able to
reproduce the timing of episodic accretion found in observations,
despite the vastly different orbital periods of the observed and
simulated binaries. Our simulations produce normalised accretion rates at the peak of the accretion burst that are about a
factor of 1.5 to three higher than those observed, and the peak
of accretion occurs slightly earlier in terms of orbital phase (at
φ ∼ 0.95) than those observed (φ ∼ 1). These differences may
stem from the fact that our simulations study a much earlier
phase of evolution (class 0/I) than the observations we compared to (class II), however, as discussed in Sect. 3.4, other
simulations of Class II binaries were also not able to reproduce observed accretion behaviour. Therefore, we suggest that
a deeper understanding of the effects of disc viscosity and stellar feedback is needed to understand the details of episodic
accretion at periastron and the exact timing of the accretion
bursts.
Overall we find that episodic accretion can be seen in binaries with eccentricity >0.2, and the shape of episodic accretion
is in good agreement with that found in observations of shortperiod binaries. This suggests that the accretion behaviour at
periastron for eccentric binaries does not significantly depend
on the orbital separation. This can have implications for understanding binary triggers in FU Orionis or EXor-type outbursts.
Given that episodes of high accretion last for a certain duration in phase space, this can translate to very different timescales
depending on the period of the binary. Based on our simulations,
the burst period spans approximately phases 0.8 < φ < 1.1,
which is ∼30% of an orbital period. For a binary of period >40 yr
experiencing episodic accretion triggered by a companion, the
burst period would last >10 yr, i.e. of the order of the observed
timescales of FU Orionis events (Hartmann & Kenyon 1996).
The same argument applies to shorter-period binaries with periods & 1 yr to produce bursts with timescales similar to EXor
outbursts (Herbig et al. 2001). However, FU Orionis events have
burst accretion rates of approximately 100 times greater than
their quiescent rate. Our simulations do not produce this, but
as shown in our resolution study, our measures of the ratio of
accretion rate during burst and quiescent periods has not fully
converged, and our binaries are still at a very young embedded
stage compared to most observational data currently available.

R. L. Kuruwita et al.: Episodic accretion in binary star formation

Overall, we suggest that signs of episodic accretion should be
observable in long-period binaries.
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Appendix A: Resolution study

Table A.1. Orbits used in each eccentricity bin for each simulation.
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Fig. A.1. Same as Fig. 3, but showing the system evolution for level of
refinements of 11 (blue), 12 (orange), 13 (green), and 14 (magenta) for
the T2 simulation setup.

To accompany our investigation into the accretion behaviour
as a function of eccentricity we conducted a resolution study.
Due to computational difficulties, we were only able to run T2
at a level of refinement of up to 14 (cf. Sect. 2.2) for enough
orbits to carry out this resolution study. Due to this, we assume
that the convergence results for T2 can appropriately be applied
to T1.
In Fig. A.1 we show the separation, total accretion rate, and
eccentricity of the simulation at the different resolution levels,
similar to Fig. 3. We see that with higher resolution we observe
a faster in-spiral rate, and this has not yet converged with the
resolutions tested. Our interpretation is that this is related to
resolving the torques in the circumstellar discs. An even higher
resolution would be required to properly account for the transfer of angular momentum, in particular in the early phase, where
the tidal forces in the discs related to the high eccentricity are
the largest. The accretion rate shows a steady decline as the systems evolve and there is no significant variation with resolution.
We also observe that the separation of the binary at the first periastron is converged at ∼5 AU across all resolutions and we take
this to be the true closest approach that the binary experiences at
the beginning of in-spiral phase.
We then phase-folded the accretion to determine whether the
accretion behaviour has converged for different eccentricity bins.
Due to the different rate of in-spiral between the simulations
we adjusted the eccentricity bins to be [1.1, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, 0.0].
This ensures that at least two orbits are within a bin without
having bins that are too wide in eccentricity space. With these
A59, page 12 of 13
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Fig. A.2. Same as Fig. 6, but showing the phase-folded accretion for
level of refinements of 11 (blue dotted), 12 (orange dash-dot), 13 (green
dashed), and 14 (magenta solid) for the T2 simulation setup.

bins we show the phase-folded accretion in Fig. A.3. The error
bars are the 16th and 84th percentile, as explained in Sect. 3.2,
and require at least three orbits in each bin to be calculated. The
number of orbits per bin is summarised in Table A.1.
From Fig. A.3 we see that the maximum accretion rate has
converged for moderate to low eccentricities, with the accretion
rate of the high-resolution simulations being in agreement with
the Lref = 12 simulation mostly analysed in this study. This is
shown by the peak accretion of Lref = 12 and Lref = 13 being
within the error bars for eccentricities e . 0.6. There is some
minor variation in the location of the peak in phase-space, with
the peak accretion occurring at slightly later phases. This may
account for the discrepancy in the location of the simulated and
observed peak accretion discussed in Sect. 3.4.
The resolution study also demonstrates that the maximum
accretion rate is in agreement, within the error bars, for high
eccentricities at the two highest levels of resolution, but is higher
by a factor of 2–3 compared to the Lref = 12 simulation. We
should be wary of this when looking at the accretion behaviour
at high eccentricities. An even higher resolution would be
required to firmly demonstrate convergence of the full accretion
history.
Over all eccentricities, higher resolution leads to lower quiescent accretion rates, which results in higher values of β
(cf. Eq. (8)). The various β-values are shown in Fig. A.2. The βvalues for Lref = 12 are approximately three times larger than the
β-values for similar eccentricities at Lref = 11. The β-values for
Lref = 13 are approximately three times larger than the β-values
for similar eccentricities at Lref = 12. The β-values measured
from Lref = 14 are, somewhat, in agreement with that measured from Lref = 12 and 13, making it difficult to determine
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Fig. A.3. Same as Fig. 5, but showing the values for level of refinements of 11 (blue circles), 12 (orange triangles), 13 (green squares), and 14
(magenta cross) for the T2 simulation setup.

whether this is converged. β-values greater than 100 would enter
the realm of FU-Orionis type outbursts, which fully converged
simulations may be able to comment on.
Overall, while the Lref = 12 simulations that are primarily
analysed in this paper have not fully converged in all aspects,

they have converged concerning the maximum accretion for low
to moderate eccentricities. The in-spiral rate of the Lref = 12
simulation is also slow enough that it is possible to study the
accretion behaviour as a function of eccentricity without needing
large eccentricity bins.
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